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Abstract – We propose an efficient joint channel assignment and routing protocol (J-CAR) for multi-channel multi-interface mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). Aiming at overcoming the limitations of the existing channel assignment and routing algorithms, J-CAR negotiates a channel at each active link during the route setup process. It has the following major features: a) a pre-determined common control channel is used by every node for routing and channel negotiation; b) control packets for data transmission (RTS, CTS & ACK) are carried by the associated data channels; c) the spare capacity on the control channel can be used for data transmission; d) an interface is free to change its working modes between send and receive; and e) an interface can tune to any data channels for data sending or receiving at the cost of switching overhead. With J-CAR, a more flexible assignment of interfaces, channels for data sending or receiving at the cost of switching between send and receive; and e) an interface can tune to any data channels. The performance gain brought by J-CAR is substantiated by extensive simulation results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the increasing popularity of mobile ad hoc networks (MANET), network capacity becomes an important issue. Previous studies [1] have shown that the capacity of a wireless network decreases with an increasing number of mobile nodes. The problem is more serious in multi-hop networks due to interference from adjacent hops on the same path as well as from neighboring paths [2]. This capacity problem can be alleviated if multiple channels are allowed in the network, e.g. IEEE 802.11a offers 12 non-overlapping channels.

Several multi-channel protocols are proposed by using a single network interface card [3-5]. However, the nodes may not be aware the existence of each other if their interfaces are tuned to different channels. To reduce the synchronization overheads, each interface has to stay on a channel for certain duration (e.g. 10ms in [3] and 100ms in [4]).

It is feasible to equip nodes with multiple IEEE 802.11 interface cards because of the cost reduction [6]. An interface can switch between different channels, at the cost of switching latency. Multiple channels and multiple interfaces are widely used in designing wireless mesh networks (WMNs). Protocols in [7-10] are designed based on the WMN properties: static network topology and stable traffic pattern. However, such long-term based protocols are not suitable for the highly dynamic MANETs.

There are also some multi-channel multi-interface protocols proposed for MANETs [11-14]. They aim at decoupling the channel assignment and routing into two separate phases, some even do not address the routing issue [11, 12]. In contrast, we believe that channel assignment and routing should be jointly considered, as that in [5]. This is due to the fact that routing decision affects the level of interference, and hence the channel assignment. On the other hand, channel assignment divides the nodes into different domains, which affects the routing decision. Decoupling them will lead to less satisfactory performance.

In this paper, an efficient joint channel assignment and routing protocol (J-CAR) is proposed for multi-channel multi-interface MANETs. Unlike existing schemes, J-CAR does not specify the role of individual interfaces for data sending or receiving, except a dedicated interface for the control channel. This extra flexibility enhances the system performance by effectively using the interfaces. In J-CAR, a route is set up only if there are data packets to send. Integrated with the route setup procedure, channel is negotiated hop by hop. This reduces the number of required channels, and also the level of interference.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Some related work is reviewed in the next section. Section III discusses the protocol design of J-CAR. Its performance is evaluated in Section IV. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Single-interface protocols

Multi-channel protocols in [3-5] assume a single wireless interface per node. Synchronization is required in SSCH [3] and MMAC [4]. In SSCH, each node maintains its own channel hopping sequence. These sequences have to be synchronized for communication. While in MMAC, periodic channel negotiation window (ATIM) is used for nodes to negotiate channels. However, the bandwidth on data channels during the ATIM period is wasted.

ECA-AODV [5] combines channel assignment and routing together. However, limited by the single interface, a node is required to switch frequently between the control and data channels. For multi-hop paths, the aggregate switching delay can be significant.

B. Multiple-interface protocols for Wireless Mesh networks

A common approach adopted by protocols in [7-9] is that, based on a given traffic profile, routing is performed first and then followed by channel assignment. In [7], a load balanced shortest path tree rooted at the gateway is designed. Channels are then assigned to each link based on the aggregate loading. The algorithms in [8, 9] do not employ a tree-based routing structure. They first set up initial tentative routes for link load estimation, and based on it channels are assigned. A scheduling algorithm is also proposed in [8] to obtain interference-free links.

While all protocols in [7-9] are centralized, a distributed mechanism is proposed in [10], called Hyacinth. Upon receiving the ADVERTISE messages, each node makes its own join decision based on the cost of the paths connecting to the gateway. The parent node replies the request by an ACCEPT message, with the information about which channel to use. Eventually a tree is formed and rooted at the gateway.

C. Multiple-interface protocols for Mobile Ad hoc networks
Some multi-channel multi-interface protocols [11-14] are proposed for MANETs, under the assumption that the number of interfaces per node is less than the number of non-overlapping channels. DCA [11] assumes two interfaces per node. One interface is used to exchange control packets, including routing, channel negotiation and RTS/CTS/ACK packets, in a dedicated control channel. The remaining interface transmits data in the negotiated data channel. This can saturate the control channel easily and thus underutilizes the data channels. Although MTMA [12] allows more than two interfaces, the control channel congestion problem deteriorates.

In PCAM [13] and MCR [14], the receiving channel of each node is assigned in advance, thus channel negotiation is not needed. The control channel congestion problem is also solved by moving RTS/CTS/ACK packets to the associated data channels. But other limitations exist. As each interface is assigned with a fixed role of send or receive [13, 14], the utilization is limited. E.g. if a node only receives data, its send interface is wasted. The receiving channels are pre-assigned to all the nodes [13, 14] (or node-based channel pre-assignment), even if there is no data to send/receive, power and bandwidth are still consumed for maintaining the channel assignment due to the mobility of the nodes. Finally, without a dedicated control channel [14], the cost of broadcasting is high, as control packets must be duplicated and broadcasted in every data channel.

III. JOINT CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT AND ROUTING (J-CAR) PROTOCOL

For multi-channel multi-interface MANETs, J-CAR is designed to provide a more flexible utilization of interfaces and channels. In J-CAR, a channel is selected by an active node/link (i.e. a node has data to send) during the route setup process. Among the multiple interfaces a node has, one of them is assigned with the pre-defined common control channel, called control interface. The control interface is responsible for routing and channel negotiation (detailed later). The control packets for coordinating data packet transmission in 802.11, RTS, CTS & ACK, are moved to the associated data channels. So the load on the control channel is expected to be light.

The spare capacity can be used to send data packets to increase throughput. But the control channel should be protected from congestion. To provide a tradeoff, we associate a data sending probability p with the control channel. When p=0, the control channel is not used to carry any data packets. When p=1, the control channel and other data channels have equal chance to be selected. Note that if a node has only a single interface, then data packets must be carried by the control interface and via the control channel. (The impact of using different values of p is studied in Section IV.)

Besides the control interface, other interfaces are for data packets, or data interfaces. An active data interface can work in either send mode or receive mode. To save energy, an inactive data interface can be turned off, or in sleep mode. In either send or receive mode, an interface is allowed to exchange data-related control packets (RTS, CTS & ACK) for coordinating data packet transmission. The send mode and receive mode differ as follows. In send mode, an interface is allowed to send data packets on multiple channels according to where the packet goes. As can be seen later on, J-CAR tries to use different channels to different downstream nodes. It is worthwhile to note that an interface in send mode is prohibited from receiving data packets.

In receive mode, an interface works on a single data channel. Although both receiving and sending data packets are allowed, configuring a receive mode interface to send packets is a last resort. We do so only if there are no idle or send mode interfaces at a node (more discussion in Section III.C). To minimize the sender-receiver synchronization overhead, the data sending must use the selected receiving channel. This is to avoid the situation that while an interface is sending on another channel, its upstream node does not know when it will be available for receiving again. The overhead involved in synchronizing the sender-receiver pair can be very high. (This also explains why a send mode interface is not used to receive data.) By restricting receiving and sending on the same channel, the status of the receive mode interface is always known by the upstream node/sender; this accredits to the broadcast nature of RTS/CTS/ACK packets.

Note that the control interface is not assigned with any working mode, as it always operates in the pre-determined common control channel.

A. An example

Before presenting the J-CAR protocol, let us preview its potential gain by an example. Fig. 1 shows a network consisting of five nodes. Each node has four interfaces, labeled as I_{ch1}, I_{ch2}, I_{ch3}, and I_{ch4}. There are two active connections, A to D and B to E, intersect at node C. Consider the path A-C-D. With J-CAR, data channel 1 (ch1) is selected by link A-C, and occupying I_{ch1} at both nodes. The two nodes communicate by having I_{ch1} at node A in send mode and I_{ch1} at node C in receive mode. Similarly, ch2 is selected by link C-D, occupying I_{ch2} at C and I_{ch1} at D. We can see that different channels are selected by the two links. This minimizes the mutual interference.

Next consider the second path B-C-E. With J-CAR, node B switches its I_{ch2} to ch3 (send mode), and node C switches its remaining idle interface I_{ch3} to ch3 (receive mode). In order not to interfere with the data receiving at I_{ch1}, and I_{ch2}, and assume I_{ch1} is not preferred (with probability 1-p), node C selects I_{ch3}, and ch4 is selected for link C-E. Since I_{ch1} at node C is in send mode, it can switch between ch2 and ch4 for data sending, at the cost of switching delay. Finally, node E switches its I_{ch3} to ch4 (receive mode) for receiving. It should be noted that node C is receiving data using two interfaces. Compared with schemes that fix a particular interface for receiving in a pre-assigned channel [13, 14], the throughput performance is significantly improved due to the reduced packet collision probability.

B. J-CAR Protocol Details

Though the implementation of J-CAR may vary with the routing protocol used, the main idea is the same. Without loss

![Fig. 1 Channel assignment and routing for two connections](image-url)
of generality, we consider the integration of J-CAR and AODV [15] routing protocol below.

To minimize interference, different channels should be used within the $k$-hop neighborhood, where $k$ (typically 2 or 3) defines the interference range. In J-CAR, the routing and channel negotiation are conducted in parallel, as explained by the example in Fig. 2. Assume there are 5 non-overlapped channels (including control), 3 interfaces per node and $k=2$. When node A initiates a route setup to node E, it broadcasts a RREQ (route request) according to AODV [15]. Extended by J-CAR, a channel (ch3) is proposed by node A for connecting to B. Its identity (ch3) is stored in a channel list, and piggybacked onto the RREQ. The channel list has a length of $k+1$ for storing the proposed channels within the interference range. When node B receives the RREQ, it checks the availability of the channel proposed by the previous hop according to its local channel usage table.

Channel usage table is defined as

$$\text{usage}(i, j) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if channel } j \text{ is not used by its } i\text{-hop neighbors}, \\ 1 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

where $i \in [0, k+1]$ and $j \in [0, \text{num\_channel}-1]$. In particular, $\text{usage}(0, j)$ shows the channels being used by the local node. Channel usage table is updated by periodically broadcasting its $0^{th}$ to $k^{th}$ rows to its immediate neighbors, which update the $1^{st}$ to $(k+1)^{th}$ row at the receiving node. With AODV, this information is piggybacked in the HELLO packet as a bitmap.

A channel (j) proposed by a pervious hop is acceptable to the local node if it is free within the interference range (k hops), or $\text{usage}(i, j) = 0$ for all $i \in [0, k]$. (Otherwise, a channel conflict occurs and we will address this issue in the next section.) If the receiving node is not the final destination, it proposes a channel for the next hop based on the received channel list and its own channel usage table. Again, any free channel within the k-hop neighborhood can be selected. If not possible, we relax the constraint to find a free channel that is free within the $(k-1)$-hop neighborhood. When the 0-hop neighborhood is reached, i.e. all channels are being used by the local node, then the channel that is shared by the least number of immediate neighbors will be selected. By gradually relaxing the constraint, we take advantages of the fact that the interference strength reduces with distance.

Continue with the example in Fig. 2. Upon receiving the RREQ, node B marks ch3 as unavailable. Since the path has not yet been confirmed, ch3 is still free as indicated in its channel usage table. Then it chooses a free channel ch1 for using at the next hop. The RREQ is updated and forwarded. The same operation is performed at nodes C and D.

When node E receives the RREQ, it checks the availability of the proposed channel and sends a RREP (request response) to node A through the reverse path. J-CAR confirms the channel selection by piggybacking the confirmed channel list in the RREP, which also updates the corresponding entries in the channel usage table. When node D receives the RREP, it records the confirmed ch4 and the route to node E in its routing table. Then node D confirms ch2 and forwards the updated RREP to node C. Likewise, the RREP is delivered back to node A. The path from A to E, with different channels selected within the interference range of any participating node, is formed.

Note that all the routing packets above are transmitted in the control channel. Since RREQ is delivered by broadcasting, it may reach the destination via multiple paths. If a path is not confirmed (by receiving a RREP), the records of the reverse route and the corresponding proposed channel list are flushed when the timer expires (as defined in AODV [15]).

The advantages of channel negotiation for each active link over the node-based channel pre-assignment [13, 14] can be seen from the example in Fig. 3. Suppose there are two data channels, and four mobile nodes within the transmission range of each other. Fig. 3a shows a possible scenario of a node-based channel pre-assignment, in which ch1 is assigned to A and C, and ch2 to B and D. If there are two connections established from A to B and from C to D respectively, both connections use ch2. The performance is equivalent to a single channel network. If J-CAR is used (Fig. 3b) and assume ch1 is selected by the A-B connection. In setting up the C-D connection, ch2 will be chosen as both C and D know that ch1 has been engaged. The interference is minimized.

C. Handling Channel Conflict

There are cases that the proposed channel (in RREQ) cannot be approved, we call it a channel conflict. With J-CAR, a node is responsible to select a data channel for the pervious hop in case of channel conflict. There are two possible causes for channel conflict. The first one is illustrated by the example in Fig. 4, which is due to the absence of idle interfaces. In Fig. 4, node F is setting up a route to H, which crosses an active route A-B-C-D-E. Assume $k=2$ and 3 interfaces per node. With J-CAR, node F proposes ch4, which is approved by G. Then G finds that channels 1, 3, 4 and 5 are busy (within k hops), so it proposes ch2. This causes a channel conflict in node B, as all its 3 interfaces are respectively occupied by ch0 (control channel), ch5 (receive mode) and ch1 (send mode). Since a send mode interface is not allowed for receiving, node B can only receive in ch0 or ch5. To solve this conflict, node B selects ch5 for node G. It further selects ch6 for the next hop and broadcasts the updated RREQ.
When node G receives the RREP (Fig. 5), it notices that the confirmed channel is ch5, instead of its proposed ch2. Since a send mode interface is allowed to switch between channels, ch5 is accepted. On the other hand, if all data interfaces of node G are in receive mode, its proposed ch2 cannot be changed. In this case, it must set the force_bit in the updated RREQ header to 1, indicating that the proposed channel must be honored. If node B cannot support ch2, it simply drops the RREQ packet, and the route may be established in another path, e.g. F-G-A-B-H.

Another possible cause of channel conflict happens when the proposed channel is occupied by some node within the receiving node’s interference range. In this case, the receiving node selects another channel for its previous hop, by using all the rows in its local channel_usage_table, i.e. all \( i \in [0, k+1] \). The additional \( (k+1) \)-hop channel information contains the channel occupancy of the previous hop’s \( k \)-hop neighborhood.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of J-CAR by simulations using ns-2. J-CAR is compared with PCAM [13] because its architecture is similar to ours, with multiple interfaces and a dedicated broadcast channel (i.e. our control channel), which can be used for data transmission as well. MCR [14] is not compared because it does not have a control channel, which has been shown to be inefficient.

The parameters of PCAM are set according to [13]: the signal capture threshold 8dB, the effective transmission range 200m and the carrier sense range 550m. While the traditional values, 10db, 250m and 550m respectively, are used in J-CAR. As PCAM is designed with 3 interfaces per node in mind, we also use 3 interfaces in J-CAR. In all simulations, we set \( k=2 \); the channel bandwidth is assumed to be 1Mbps; all data flows carry CBR traffic with packet size of 512 bytes; and the channel switching latency is set to 100µs. Nodes are randomly placed in the simulated area. Non-overlapping sender-receiver pairs are randomly selected. AODV protocol is used for routing. Each simulation result is obtained by averaging the results over 10 random topologies.

A. Single-hop topology

Our first simulation consists of 4 channels, 8 data flows and 16 nodes within a 200x200m² area. Fig. 6 shows the aggregate throughput performance (of the 8 flows) with different packet arrival rates, in which ‘J-CAR=0’ stands for our J-CAR protocol without using the control channel for data packets. As PCAM allows data transmission in the broadcast channel, setting \( p=0 \) makes J-CAR performs slightly poorer than PCAM. On the other hand, J-CAR performs better than PCAM when \( p>0 \). At packet arrival rate of 200 packets/sec, J-CAR gives a throughput gain of 7.6%, 8.8%, and 8.1% for \( p=0.3, 0.5 \) and 0.8 respectively.

This performance gain is mainly contributed by the channel negotiation mechanism. In PCAM, receiving channels are pre-assigned to all nodes, uniform distribution of data flows among multiple channels is not guaranteed (Fig. 3a). With J-CAR, the 8 data flows are evenly distributed over the 4 channels. This minimizes the co-channel interference.
Fig. 8. Throughput vs. packet arrival rate; 100 nodes, 10 flows, and 12 channels

B. Multi-hop topology

To study the performance in multi-hop networks, we assume there are 12 channels with 50 nodes and 25 flows randomly placed in a 700m x 700m area. The aggregate throughput performance is given by Fig. 7. J-CAR outperforms PCAM by 33% when $p=0.5$, at 1000 packets/sec. Even when $p=0$, J-CAR performs better than PCAM by 19% at the same packet arrival rate. This shows that the node-based channel pre-assignment adversely affects the performance more seriously in multi-hop transmission.

Another simulation is conducted in a denser multi-hop wireless network, with the same settings except that there are 100 nodes and 10 simultaneous flows. The simulation results are given in Fig. 8. As expected, PCAM performs even worse in this case, due to many nodes using the same channel as their primary receiving channel. At the packet arrival rate of 1000 packets/sec, J-CAR with $p=0.5$ outperforms PCAM by 46%.

C. Usage of multiple interfaces

In this simulation, we assume there are 4 channels and 10 nodes are randomly placed within the transmission range of each other. One node is selected to be a receiver, and the remaining nodes send CBR traffic to it at 100 packets/sec each. Fig. 9 shows the aggregate throughput performance of different protocols with varying number of simultaneous flows. As PCAM only allows a node to receive data packets by its primary interface, the performance is only as good as a single-channel single-interface scheme. In contrast, J-CAR uses two interfaces to receive data when $p=0$; and when $p=1$, J-CAR uses all three interfaces for receiving, which gives a 130% performance improvement when there are 5 or more flows.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a joint channel assignment and routing protocol (J-CAR) for multi-channel multi-interface wireless ad hoc networks. In J-CAR a channel is negotiated by each active link during the route setup process. unlike existing protocols, J-CAR has the following major features: a) a pre-determined control channel is used by every node for routing and channel negotiation; b) control packets for data transmission are carried by the negotiated data channels; c) the spare capacity on the control channel can be utilized for data transmission; d) an interface is free to change its working modes between send and receive; and e) an interface is free in tuning to any data channels for data sending or receiving at the cost of switching delay. Through extensive simulations, we showed that J-CAR performs much better than the existing protocol PCAM.
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